
        Explorer™ 

To successfully achieve new listening and speaking 
standards, students must be able to clearly hear and 
understand spoken language. High-fidelity sound for 
quality voice and music delivery is the hallmark of 
Explorer headphones. Dynamic, thin Mylar® diaphragm 
speakers raise the bar for an educational computer 
headphone. Teachers and librarians depend on the Explorer 
for monaural use in ELL/ELS programs. These headphones 
can also be used for stereo sound in gaming and learning 
centers either for individual or small group use. 
Windows and MAC compatible.

EH-1 1/4” mono plug, no volume 
control, replaceable cord $19
EH-2 3.5mm mono plug, no volume 
control, replaceable cord $19
EH-3S 3.5mm stereo plug, no volume 
control, replaceable cord $19
EH-3SV 3.5mm stereo plug, volume 
control on earcup, replaceable cord $24
EH3SV-10L Ten-pack EH-3SV without case $216 
EH-521 Switchable stereo/mono, 3.5mm plug 
with 1/4” screw-on adapter, replaceable cord $24

Teacher-tested for over 40 years
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Replacement 
cords available 
online

EH-3SV
shown

Learn 
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Explorer

        Titanium™ 

Becoming proficient at the new ELA standards 
requires high-performing audio technology. 
Titanium headphones feature multiple 
breakthroughs for safety, performance, 
comfort, and durability. They also include 
the highest level of ambient noise 
reduction, which improves speech 
intelligibility. Built-in volume restriction 
prevents the sound level from exceeding 
the ASHA-recommended 85dB limit. 
Replaceable cords ensure long life 
for the headphones.

Go online to see more Titanium headsets

Washable
No controls on 

the earcups

USB plug

85dB & in-line
volume controls 

HPK-1500
Guaranteed 
for Life cord

$91

HPK-1000
Standard cord

$77

Not Washable
85dB on earcups,

rechargeable 
battery 

3.5mm & 1/4” adapter 

in-line 
volume control

85dB maximum 
volume

HPK-1520
With Guaranteed 

for Life cord
$80.50

HPK-1020
Standard cord

$67

Washable
No controls on 

the earcups

3.5mm & 1/4” adapter 

in-line 
volume control

HPK-1540
Guaranteed 
for Life cord

$49

HPK-1040
Standard cord

$37

Guaranteed for Life™ cords 
 
Extend your headphone and headset’s life 
with the strongest cords ever made. These 6’ 
braided cords allows schools to dramatically 
increase their return on investment.

See page 19 
for more 
information

Titanium Features


